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written your introduction its now time to move on and look at the

main body of your answer. There are two issues which will be equally

important when it comes to assessing the main body of your answer,

namely how your answer is structured and the quality of the

content.Structure Any answer will involve a number of points or

topics which you will discuss. While the points you use will vary

depending on the subject and your memory, the way you structure

them is fairly universal.×give each point amp. What is means :

×further, furthermore, in addition, also, moreover, next The next

point is going to be an expansion on the last point×likewise, equally,

as well, similarly, on a similar theme The next point is similar to the

last one, but not exactly the same×but, nevertheless, in contrast, on

the other hand, conversely The next point is taking the opposite view

to the last one.×however, to take a different approach, on a slightly

different note The next point has nothing to do with the last

oneContent For content in an essay remember your 3 Rs. Relevance,

Referencing amp. Possible evaluation :×Some statement &amp.

quote. Discuss×Discuss the idea that ⋯⋯ ×Ultimately, is the

opinion put forward in the statement or quote a valid one? Does the

evidence support it?×Evaluate the theory⋯..×Critically evaluate

the theory⋯..×What are the strengths and weaknesses of ⋯. 

×When you weigh up what’s good and bad about the theory,



which has more weight to it? Ultimately, is the theory sound or

flawed?×Compare and contrast Topic A and Topic B ×Do they

compliment or contradict each-other? Could you use them both

together or must you choose one or the other, but not both?⋯ and

finally Students should remember that this guide is not intended to

be the be-all and end-all for essay writing from now on. No one

guide could hope to describe exactly what you should do in every

essay. As such, student should remain flexible in their approach to

writing and not try to apply the guidelines suggested here too rigidly.

With experience it is hoped that you will know in future situations

when its appropriate to follow the rules and when it is appropriate to
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